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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Large-scale government and industrial investment in critical infrastructure often 
follows disruptive incidents that highlight the need for increased resilience. 
Ransomware and other cyber-attacks draw new investment to protections for 
financial services, information technology, public health infrastructure, and 
industrial control systems, just as the threat of terrorist attacks in the wake of the 
events of September 11, 2001 led to dramatic surges of public and private attention 
to transportation, emergency services, port security, and government facilities. 
Interdependencies between virtually all aspects of critical infrastructure create a 
need for planning, investment, and risk mitigation within every sector, including 
those sectors traditionally overlooked by the public. 

Overlooked critical infrastructure sectors share several adverse conditions:  

● Long-term underinvestment 
● Unmitigated threat actor interest 
● Unmanaged complexity 

They lack the following forms of support from government and industry: 

● Modernized regulation and industry standards 
● Industry partnerships 
● Information sharing and collaboration channels 
● Strong public investment 

The 2022 Public-Private Analytic Exchange Program (AEP) Increasing Resilience to 
Overlooked Critical Infrastructure Team identified the Chemical, Food and 
Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors as having many elements 
associated with overlooked critical infrastructure and determined these three 
sectors have an additional variable that increases their vulnerability - their 
interconnectedness with each other. 

For example, the Chemical sector supplies chlorine and sulfur dioxide for 
wastewater treatment in support of the Water and Wastewater sector, and 
pesticides, fertilizer, and consumable food additives to the country’s Food and 
Agriculture sector. Water and Wastewater systems support the Chemical and Food 
and Agriculture sectors by supplying large amounts of water for chemical 
manufacturing, industrial cooling, and farm irrigation. 
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In addition to depending on one another, the three sectors pose risks to each other 
as well. Pollution from chemical spills and agriculture runoff can harm the nation’s 
freshwater supplies and increase the need for wastewater treatment. Interruptions 
in the supply of vital chemicals can endanger wastewater and agriculture 
operations, and water shortages or inadequate wastewater treatment can endanger 
chemical sector and agriculture operations.  

Informed by interviews with public and private industry experts from these three 
overlooked sectors, the team designed a tabletop exercise and accompanying 
exercise manual intended to raise awareness among government and industry 
participants of the interconnectedness between the Chemical, Food and 
Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors and stimulate discussion about 
how the sectors can work together to reduce their collective risk profile and 
increase their collective resilience against shared threats. The exercise focuses on 
containing an insider threat in one of the sectors and minimizing spillover effects on 
the other two sectors through engagement and collaboration with government and 
industry partners.  

The tabletop exercise’s objectives are: 

● Identify areas of interdependence between the Chemical, Food and 
Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors that may impact 
owners/operators of critical infrastructure assets 

● Assess how an organization's emergency operations plan identifies and 
anticipates functional dependencies outside the control of the critical 
infrastructure owner/operator 

● Identify critical entities across the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and 
Water and Wastewater sectors to serve as preparedness and response 
partners 

● Share resources and best practices among critical infrastructure 
owners/operators for increasing resilience in recognition of dependency 
across sectors  

  

 

DISCLAIMER STATEMENT: The views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily 
state or reflect those of the United States Government or the Companies whose analysts 
participated in the Public-Private Analytic Exchange Program. This document is provided for 
educational and informational purposes only and may not be used for advertising or product 
endorsement purposes.  All judgments and assessments are solely based on unclassified sources 
and the product of joint public and private sector efforts.  
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TEAM INTRODUCTIONS 
 

 

MEMBERS COMPANY 

Margaret Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Sara Coolbaugh Bridgewater Associates L.P. 

William Crosbie Kiewit Infrastructure Co. 

Daniel Duval Accenture 

Sommer U.S. Department of State 

Andrea Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency 

Melissa Graves The Citadel 

Catherine McCarthy Gartner 

Sonia  U.S. Coast Guard 

Kristin W. Commonwealth of MA 

Noah - Cham pion Fe de ra l Bure au of Inve s t iga t ion 

Scot t  - Cham pion Fe de ra l Bure au of Inve s t iga t ion 
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EXERCISE AGENDA 
 

 

Start Time End Time Activity 
8:30 a.m. 9:00 a.m. Registration 
9:00 a.m. 9:15 a.m. Welcome and Participant Briefing 
9:15 a.m. 10:00 a.m. Module One: Preparedness 

10:00 a.m. 10:45 a.m. Module Two: Immediate Response 
10:45 a.m. 11:00 a.m. Break 
11:00 a.m. 11:45 a.m. Module Three: Long-Term Response and Recovery 
11:45 a.m. 12:30 p.m. Hot Wash and Closing Remarks 

*All times are approximate  
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EXERCISE OVERVIEW 
 

Exercise 
Name 

Increasing Resilience in the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and 
Water and Wastewater Treatment Sectors Tabletop Exercise 
(TTX) 

Exercise 
Dates [Indicate the start and end dates of the exercise] 

Scope 

This exercise is a TTX, planned for [insert exercise duration], and 
will focus on bringing together partners from the Chemical, Food 
and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater Treatment Sectors 
to work together to identify interdependencies among the 
sectors and promote solutions to increase resilience. 
This exercise was developed using materials created by the DHS 
Analytic Exchange Program as part of an effort addressing 
“Increasing Resilience in Overlooked Critical Infrastructure 
Sectors.” 

Mission 
Areas1  Prevention, Response, and Recovery 

Core 
Capabilities2 

● Planning 
● Intelligence and Information Sharing 
● Supply Chain Integrity and Security 
● Risk and Disaster Resilience Assessment 
● Infrastructure Systems 

 
1 Based on the National Preparedness Goal Mission Areas https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-
preparedness/mission-core-capabilities 
2 Based on the National Preparedness Goal Core Capabilities 
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/mission-core-capabilities 

https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/mission-core-capabilities
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/mission-core-capabilities
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/mission-core-capabilities
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Objectives 

1. Identify areas of dependence between the Chemical, Food 
and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater Treatment 
Sectors that may impact owners/operators of critical 
infrastructure assets. 

2. Assess how an organization’s emergency operations plan 
identifies and addresses functional dependencies outside 
the control of the critical infrastructure owner/operator. 

3. Identify critical entities across the Chemical, Food and 
Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater Treatment 
Sectors to serve as preparedness and response partners. 

4. Share resources and best practices among critical 
infrastructure owners/operators to increase resilience 
related to dependency across sectors. 

Threat or 
Hazard [TBD, see options that begin on Page 36] 

Scenario [TBD, see options that begin on Page 36] 

Sponsor [Insert the name of the sponsor organization] 

Participating 
Organizations [Please see Appendix A] 

Point of 
Contact 

[Insert the name, title, agency, address, phone number, and email 
address of the primary exercise point of contact (POC) (e.g., 
exercise director or exercise sponsor).] 
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PURPOSE 
Increasing Resilience in Overlooked Critical Infrastructure Sectors 

Large-scale government and industrial investment in critical infrastructure typically 
follows disruptive incidents that highlight the need for increased resilience. 
Ransomware and other cyberattacks are drawing focused improvement to financial 
services, information technology, public health infrastructure, and industrial control 
systems just as the threat of terrorist attacks in the wake of the events of 
September 11, 2001, led to dramatic surges of public and private attention to 
transportation, emergency services, port security, and government facilities.  
 
Presidential Policy Directive 21, “Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience,” 
(hereafter referred to as “PPD-21”) defines resilience as “…the ability to prepare for 
and adapt to changing conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from 
disruptions. Resilience includes the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate 
attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents.”3 The team used this 
as a foundation to develop a rubric and identify overlooked critical infrastructure 
sectors, based on unaddressed vulnerabilities to changing conditions and 
disruptions. The shared conditions of long-term underinvestment, unmitigated 
threat actor interest, and unmanaged complexity and the lack of support from 
government and industry including modernized standards and information sharing 
contributes to a greater risk profile for overlooked sectors. 
 
Applying this rubric to the U.S. Government’s 16 Critical Infrastructure sectors, the 
team identified the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater 
sectors as having many elements associated with overlooked critical infrastructure 
and determined these three sectors have an added variable that increases their 
vulnerability - their interconnectedness.  
 
Informed by interviews with industry experts from all three overlooked sectors, the 
team designed a tabletop exercise and accompanying exercise manual intended to 
raise awareness among government and industry participants of the 
interconnectedness between the Water and Wastewater, Food and Agriculture, and 

 
3 White House | 12 February 2013 | “Presidential Policy Directive -- Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience” | 
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/presidential-policy-directive-critical-infrastructure-
security-and-resil 
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Chemical sectors and stimulate participant discussion about how the sectors can 
work together to reduce their collective risk profile and increase their collective 
resilience against shared threats. The exercise will be based on containing an insider 
threat in one of the sectors and minimizing spillover effects on the other two 
sectors through engagement and collaboration with government and industry 
partners.  

Defining “Overlooked” 
 
“Overlooked,” defined as “not seen, noticed, or considered”4 was applied to the 
context of critical infrastructure through literature reviews of official materials such 
as the National Infrastructure Protection Plan5, sector-specific plans6 and CISA’s 
National Critical Functions (NCFs) Set7 to ensure we were using applicable concepts 
and best practices. 
 
Using the dictionary definition of “overlooked,” the definition of “resilience” as 
outlined in PPD-21 and our additional research, the Team developed a rubric of 
features that may indicate a critical infrastructure sector is overlooked. For each 
feature we identified several guiding questions to assist our research into the 
sectors. The features and questions are outlined in the following table: 
 

Features of Overlooked Overlooked Critical Infrastructure Questions 

Long-term/Chronic 
Underinvestment* 

How much money does the sector receive compared to what it 
needs for resilience and security? Who funds it? How much funding 
comes from the government versus private sector? 

Unmitigated Threat Actor Interest What threat actors, if any, have the capability or intention to target 
this sector for attack, exploitation, espionage, etc.? What kinds of 
cyber or other attacks have happened recently within this sector? 
Do these attacks focus on U.S. infrastructure? Are there foreign 
examples that could apply to U.S. infrastructure? Does the 
infrastructure sector within the U.S. have policies or other features 

 
4 Merriam Webster | https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/overlooked 
5 CISA | 2013 | “NIPP 2013: Partnering for Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience” | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/national-infrastructure-protection-plan-2013-508.pdf 
6 CISA | https://www.cisa.gov/critical-infrastructure-sectors 
7 CISA | https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions-set 
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that make threat actors more or less interested in the sector here 
vs. abroad? 

Lack of Modernized Regulation 
and/or Industry Standards 

What international or federal legislation exists to fund or regulate 
security and resilience in the sector? How long has this legislation 
been in place? Has industry or anyone identified gaps in legislation? 
Does industry embrace or push back on regulation/legislation? Is 
there mandatory incident reporting? 
  
What standards exist? When were they last updated? How well are 
they enforced? What are the consequences if standards are not 
upheld? 

Lack of Effective Coordinating 
Structures 

Is there an Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC)? How 
active is it? Does it cover all aspects of the sector? What other 
federal, international, or private organizations exist to bring industry 
members together? 

Lack of Strong Public Investment When was the sector last in the news? Has coverage recently 
increased or fallen off? Is this a sector that the broader public relies 
on or regularly engages with (i.e. public awareness of reliance on the 
sector)? 

Unmanaged Complexity* Are there key dependencies or interdependencies not being 
addressed by some of the coordinating structures? For example, 
how much awareness does the sector have over its supply chain? 
How often has the industry been surprised by disruption (i.e., think 
of less predictable 2nd/3rd order effects from the categories of 
threats – e.g., pandemic, ransomware, etc.)?  

*Identified in CISA’s risk management framework as a potential vulnerability in sectors contributing to NCFs8  

Overlooked Sector Focus Areas 

The Team researched all 16 U.S. critical infrastructure sectors in the context of the 
framework above and identified three sectors – Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and 
Water and Wastewater Sectors – that present features, as discussed in more detail 
below, that fall within our framework indicating they are likely overlooked. 

 
8 DHS | 15 December 2021 | “Status Update on the National Critical Functions” | pgs 1 and 4 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021_ncf-status_update_508.pdf | accessed 11 July 2022.  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021_ncf-status_update_508.pdf
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Food and Agriculture Sector 
 
The Food and Agriculture sector accounts for approximately 20 percent of the 
nation’s economy and includes farms, restaurants and food manufacturing, 
processing, and storage facilities. It is largely comprised of privately owned 
companies.9 Formal information sharing and collaboration across these 
organizations is conducted through trade associations, as the sector does not have 
a designated ISAC. The sector is increasingly reliant on new technologies, such as 
artificial intelligence, making it more vulnerable to cyberattacks. Without an ISAC, 
organizations across the sector may be at a disadvantage in sharing information 
used to harden defenses against these attacks.10 While press coverage related to 
the sector’s supply chain issues and related food shortages (e.g., COVID impacts 
and most recently, baby formula shortages) is readily available, coverage regarding 
cyber vulnerabilities and the lack of standards across the sector is more limited.  
 
International investment appears to be an area of unmanaged complexity for the 
Food and Agriculture sector. Major foreign ownership in farms, farm equipment 
companies and other organizations within the sector, leave the United States 
vulnerable to foreign control of food output and farming capacity as well as 
economic espionage. While the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States (“CFIUS”) has the authority to review investments in the sector, members of 
Congress have raised concerns regarding the Committee’s ability to effectively 
review the transactions, given the Secretaries from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services are not currently 
members. 11 12 
 
Chemical Sector 
 
Following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the government implemented a 
regulatory framework to harden the Chemical sector. Our research (highlighted 

 
9 CISA | “Food and Agriculture Sector” | https://www.cisa.gov/food-and-agriculture-sector  
10 DHS | “Threats to Food and Agriculture Resources” | pg. 24 
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/threats_to_food_and_agriculture_resources.pdf 
11 Kirkland & Ellis | 17 August 2020 | “Proposed Legislation Seeks to Further Expand CFIUS to Address National Security Threats 
to Agriculture” | https://www.kirkland.com/publications/kirkland-alert/2020/08/cfius-national-security-threats-to-agriculture  
12 Department of the Treasury | “CFIUS Overview” | https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/international/the-committee-on-
foreign-investment-in-the-united-states-cfius/cfius-overview  

https://www.cisa.gov/food-and-agriculture-sector
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/threats_to_food_and_agriculture_resources.pdf
https://www.kirkland.com/publications/kirkland-alert/2020/08/cfius-national-security-threats-to-agriculture
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/international/the-committee-on-foreign-investment-in-the-united-states-cfius/cfius-overview
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/international/the-committee-on-foreign-investment-in-the-united-states-cfius/cfius-overview
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below), however, indicates that the Chemical Sector’s vulnerability to external 
threats remains significantly overlooked and its resilience underdeveloped13,14. 
CISA’s Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS), 6 CFR part 27, is the 
primary regulation requiring the Chemical sector to harden itself against physical 
and cyber security risks. CFATS requires all U.S. chemical facilities to submit 
security plans to CISA identifying their vulnerabilities and outlining plans to prevent 
incidents from occurring.15 However, in 2019 the Government Accountability Office 
determined compliance with CFATS is poor, with nearly half of facilities inspected 
not in full compliance with their own security plans as of 201516. 

Regarding information sharing and collaboration, The American Chemical Society is 
the Chemical sector’s representative to the National Council of Information Sharing 
and Analysis Centers, but it operates as an industry trade group and registered 
lobbyist that prioritizes advocacy for favorable regulation and legislation over 
increasing resilience to external threats.17 

 
Water and Wastewater Sector 
 
The Water and Wastewater Sector is the only one of our three highlighted sectors 
designated by CISA as a lifeline function, meaning that its “reliable operations are so 
critical that a disruption or loss of one of these functions will directly affect the 
security and resilience of critical infrastructure within and across numerous 
sectors.”18 The sector-specific plan from 2015 states the lack of recognition by 
relevant stakeholders of this status and “ignorance about the consequence of 
inaction and apathy from some stakeholders in utilities, the customer base, 

 
13 Government Accountability Office | February 2019 | "CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION Progress and 
Challenges in DHS's Management of Its Chemical Facility Security Program" | https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-19-
402t.pdf 
14 Department of Homeland Security | 22 June 2020 | “Retrospective Analysis of the Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism 
Standards” | Federal Register Vol. 85, No. 120 | https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-06-22/pdf/2020-
13147.pdf 
15 CISA | “Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS)” | https://www.cisa.gov/chemical-facility-anti-terrorism-
standards. 
16 Government Accountability Office | February 2019 | "CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION Progress and 
Challenges in DHS's Management of Its Chemical Facility Security Program" | https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-19-
402t.pdf 
17 American Chemistry Council| https://www.americanchemistry.com/. 
18 CISA | November 2019 | “A Guide to Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience ” 
|https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Guide-Critical-Infrastructure-Security-Resilience-110819-508v2.pdf  

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-06-22/pdf/2020-13147.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-06-22/pdf/2020-13147.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/chemical-facility-anti-terrorism-standards
https://www.cisa.gov/chemical-facility-anti-terrorism-standards
https://www.americanchemistry.com/
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Guide-Critical-Infrastructure-Security-Resilience-110819-508v2.pdf
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state/local government and Federal Government/Congress” are among the most 
significant risks to the sector.19 
 
Presently, the Water and Wastewater sector is vulnerable to unmanaged 
complexity. Most water and wastewater entities are small, given their localized 
customer base. A 2021 Joint Advisory between the FBI, CISA, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and the National Security Agency (NSA) documented the 
following vulnerabilities in water facilities: 

● They are inconsistently resourced municipal systems 
● Most facilities operate aging infrastructure and use unsupported or outdated 

operating systems and software 
● Facilities lack any designated security personnel (i.e., chronic 

underinvestment)20  
 
The same Joint Advisory notes that threat actors will likely seek to take advantage 
of perceived weaknesses among organizations that either do not have — or choose 
not to prioritize — resources for information technology (IT) and operational 
technology (OT) infrastructure modernization.  
 
Fortunately, recent actions have begun to address the overlooked nature of this 
sector. In early 2022, the Biden Administration chose to include the Water and 
Wastewater Sector in a public-private cybersecurity improvement initiative.21 This 
past June, U.S. Rep. Jim Langevin, D-R.I., along with the national security think tank 
Foundation for the Defense of Democracies (FDD), proposed a sector-led risk and 
resilience organization to address what they called the EPA’s “continued inaction” 
to strengthen the sector’s defenses.22  
 
Despite their use of hazardous chemicals, Water and Wastewater Treatment plants 
are exempt from CFATS requirements; this remains a lingering vulnerability. 

 
19 CISA | 2015 | “Water and Wastewater Systems Sector Specific Plan” | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf  
20 CISA | 14 October 2021 | “Alert (AA21-287A) Ongoing Cyber Threats to U.S. Water and Wastewater Systems | 
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa21-287a  
21 The White House | 27 January 2022 | “Fact Sheet: Biden-Harris Administration Expands Public-Private Cybersecurity 
Partnership to Water Sector” | https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/27/fact-sheet-
biden-harris-administration-expands-public-private-cybersecurity-partnership-to-water-sector/  
22 CyberScoop | 8 June 2022 | “Cyberspace Solarium congressman, water officials decry EPA inaction on cybersecurity” | 
https://www.cyberscoop.com/water-sector-cyberspace-solarium-commission-epa/  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa21-287a
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/27/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-expands-public-private-cybersecurity-partnership-to-water-sector/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/27/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-expands-public-private-cybersecurity-partnership-to-water-sector/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/water-sector-cyberspace-solarium-commission-epa/
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Ordinarily, the penalty for non-compliance with CFATS is to take the chemical 
manufacturer offline; however, it is not possible to take water treatment plants 
offline due to their integral role in public health and safety.23 24 

Interconnectedness as a Challenge to Resilience 
 
The Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors together 
have an added variable that increases their vulnerability: their interconnectedness 
with each other. One sector’s vulnerability to risk can cause weaknesses in the other 
two sectors.  
 

 
 
Recognizing that critical infrastructure is increasingly interconnected and that 
industry-specific solutions are not adequate to manage risk, CISA published a list of 
55 cross-sector NCFs, including many that are performed by the Chemical, Food 

 
23 Government Accountability Office | 21 January 2021 | “Chemical Security: Overlapping Programs Could Better Collaborate to 
Share Information and Identify Potential Security Gaps” | https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-12  
24 Congressional Research Service | 14 February 2020 | “In Focus: Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards” | 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10853 | Page 2. 

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-12
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10853
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and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors, requiring national-level risk 
prioritization and governance.25  
 
By focusing on the functions that critical infrastructure assets and systems enable, 
the critical infrastructure community can better identify, analyze, and address the 
dependencies and cascading consequences that a disruption in one part of the 
system could have in other sectors. Some NCFs are strongly aligned to the existing 
critical infrastructure sectors, for example, Supply Water and Manage Wastewater, 
two NCFs aligned to the Water and Wastewater Sector. As demonstrated in the 
following sections, understanding how critical infrastructure functions depend on 
one other is essential to increasing resilience. Attempting to mitigate against risk to 
the Produce Chemicals NCF without an understanding of the NCF’s dependence on 
Supply Water will lead to incomplete and ineffective strategies. 
 
Chemical - Water and Wastewater Sector Interdependencies 
 
The Chemical Sector supplies chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, ferric chloride, and 
other chemicals used to purify water to 153,000 Wastewater treatment systems 
throughout the United States. The nation’s demand for water treatment chemicals 
is significant. The United States consumes 99 percent of chlorine and 93 percent of 
sodium hypochlorite produced by US-based chemical manufacturers each year.26  
 
Weaknesses in the Chemical Sector pose a risk to the nation’s drinking water. From 
2020 to 2021, chemical plant shutdowns caused by both the COVID-19 pandemic 
and severe winter weather led to a sharp decline in chlorine distribution within the 
United States. This shortage elicited an unprecedented response, prompting ten 
water facilities to apply to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for federal 
assistance to procure chlorine under Section 1441 of the Safe Water Drinking Act.27  
 

 
25 DHS | 15 December 2021 | “Status Update on the National Critical Functions” | pgs 1 and 4 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021_ncf-status_update_508.pdf | accessed 11 July 2022. 
26 EPA | 15 December 2021 | “Case Study on Recent Disruptions in the Supply of Chlorine: Impact and Response” | Page 18 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021-seminars-supply-chain-disruptions-chlorine-508.pdf | accessed 21 
June 2022.  
27 Bloomberg Law | 16 August 2021 | “Chlorine Shortage Spurs Unprecedented Requests for EPA Help” | 
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/environment-and-energy/chlorine-shortage-leads-u-s-water-systems-to-seek-epas-help | 
accessed 21 June 2022.  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021_ncf-status_update_508.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021-seminars-supply-chain-disruptions-chlorine-508.pdf
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/environment-and-energy/chlorine-shortage-leads-u-s-water-systems-to-seek-epas-help
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When water treatment plants cannot obtain the chemicals they need, they may 
resort to local boil water advisories, water supply shutdowns requiring bottled water 
replacement, and increased demand on other regional water systems as 
distributors seek water from nearby jurisdictions.28 
 
The Chemical Sector is one of the nation’s largest consumers of fresh and 
recirculated water. Over 90 percent of its water consumption is for industrial 
cooling of chemicals that would otherwise overheat during manufacturing and 
storage.29,30 Chemical plants have historically depended on the nation’s waterways 
for shipping and transportation, leading many to locate near large bodies of water. 
As sea levels rise and flooding intensifies, chemical plants are at increased risk of 
toxic releases into floodwaters, which can impact local drinking water.31 Massive 
flooding caused by Hurricane Harvey in 2018 and Hurricane Laura in 2020 led to 
large chemical spills into floodwaters in Texas and Louisiana.32,33 
 
Food and Agriculture - Water and Wastewater Sector Interdependencies  
 
Agricultural processes heavily depend on water and wastewater treatment; 
irrigation alone constitutes 34 percent of all freshwater usage in the United 
States.34 The Food and Agriculture Sector uses water in nearly all phases of its 
operations, including food processing, facility cleaning, restaurant operation, animal 
drinking, feeding, and cleaning operations, restaurant operation, and processing.35  
 

 
28 EPA | 15 December 2021 | “Case Study on Recent Disruptions in the Supply of Chlorine: Impact and Response” | Page 18 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021-seminars-supply-chain-disruptions-chlorine-508.pdf | accessed 21 
June 2022.  
29 EPA | September 1999 | “Wastewater Technology Fact Sheet: Chlorine Disinfection” | page 2-3 | 
https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/chlo.pdf  
30 ACEEE | 2001 | “Industrial Water Use and its Energy Implications” 
https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2001/data/papers/SS01_Panel1_Paper03.pdf  
31 The New York Times | 6 February 2018 | “Floods Are Getting Worse, and 2,500 Chemical Sites Lie in the Water’s Path“ | 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/02/06/climate/flood-toxic-chemicals.html”  
32 Associated Press | 23 March 2018 | “Hurricane Harvey’s toxic impact deeper than public told” | 
https://apnews.com/article/environment-hurricanes-storms-tx-state-wire-north-america-
e0ceae76d5894734b0041210a902218d  
33 The New York Times | 27 August 2020 | “When Hurricanes Lead to Industrial Fires, Minority Neighborhoods Can Take a Hit” | 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/27/climate/hurricane-laura-fire-pollution.html  
34 U.S. Geological Survey | 4 March 2019 | “Water Use in the United States” | https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-
resources/science/water-use-united-states  
35 CISA | 2015 | “Water and Wastewater Systems Sector-Specific Plan” | pg. 41 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2021-seminars-supply-chain-disruptions-chlorine-508.pdf
https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/chlo.pdf
https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2001/data/papers/SS01_Panel1_Paper03.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/02/06/climate/flood-toxic-chemicals.html
https://apnews.com/article/environment-hurricanes-storms-tx-state-wire-north-america-e0ceae76d5894734b0041210a902218d
https://apnews.com/article/environment-hurricanes-storms-tx-state-wire-north-america-e0ceae76d5894734b0041210a902218d
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/27/climate/hurricane-laura-fire-pollution.html
https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/water-use-united-states
https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/water-use-united-states
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf
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The Food and Agriculture Sector is vulnerable to water shortages caused by 
interruptions in water processing services due to droughts and extreme weather. 
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, only one-fifth of farms have 
drought plans and alternative supplies of water. During droughts, local water 
jurisdictions will decrease water supplies to farming operations to preserve 
residential water access, requiring farming operations to collect and reuse water, 
acquire it from regional suppliers, and pump from the ground.36  
 
The Water and Wastewater Treatment Sector is vulnerable to agricultural runoff 
from fertilizer and animal waste into streams and watersheds, which is a major 
source of freshwater pollution.37,38 Nitrogen and phosphorus, two elements present 
in fertilizer that enhance plant growth, can trigger toxic algae blooms in large bodies 
of water that can impact local water supplies.39 In August 2014, residents of Toledo, 
Ohio were told to boil water for drinking and bathing for two days after a blue-green 
algae bloom in Lake Erie introduced elevated levels of the microcystin toxin, which 
is an algae byproduct.40  
 
The Food and Agriculture and Water and Wastewater Sectors are interconnected 
through the production of biosolids. Water Treatment plants filter seven million 
tons of biosolids from wastewater annually and sell approximately 1.4 million dry 
metric tons back to the agriculture industry as fertilizer each year.41 This fertilizer is 
an excellent method for waste disposal, as it does not clog landfills or contribute to 
greenhouse gasses through incineration. Unfortunately, the EPA has identified over 
700 pollutants in biosolids derived from wastewater, including long-lasting chemical 
byproducts called per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), which can be 

 
36 USDA | January 2022 | Irrigation Organizations: Drought Planning and Response | pg. 4 | 
https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/102950/eb-33.pdf?v=9529.1  
37 University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science | 10 September 2020 | “Rapid Expansion of Industrial Farming in 
U.S. Contributes To Increased Pollution, Harmful Algal Blooms” | https://www.umces.edu/news/rapid-expansion-of-industrial-
farming-in-us-contributes-to-increased-pollution-harmful-algal  
38 Biogeochemistry | 10 August 2020 | “From hogs to HABs: impacts of industrial farming in the US on nitrogen and phosphorus 
and greenhouse gas pollution” | pgs. 139–180 | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7416595/  
39 Congressional Research Service | 29 February 2016 | R43919 | “Nutrients in Agricultural Production: A Water Quality 
Overview” | https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R43919  
40 New York Times | 4 August 2014 | https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/us/toledo-faces-second-day-of-water-ban.html  
41 EPA | 29 April 2022 | “Basic Information about Biosolids” | https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-
biosolids#:~:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids.  

https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/102950/eb-33.pdf?v=9529.1
https://www.umces.edu/news/rapid-expansion-of-industrial-farming-in-us-contributes-to-increased-pollution-harmful-algal
https://www.umces.edu/news/rapid-expansion-of-industrial-farming-in-us-contributes-to-increased-pollution-harmful-algal
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7416595/
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R43919
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/us/toledo-faces-second-day-of-water-ban.html
https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-biosolids#:%7E:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids
https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-biosolids#:%7E:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids
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introduced into the food supply if they are present in the biosolids spread in 
agricultural fields.42,43,44  
 
Food and Agriculture - Chemical Sector Interdependencies 
 
Chemical fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides are vital 
components to modern food production. Disruptions to the supply of these 
chemical products can reduce the amount of food available for consumption.45 In 
August 2021, farmers faced shortages and high costs for fertilizer after Hurricane 
Ida forced the closure of a major fertilizer producer in Louisiana.46 
 
For farms to be resilient in the face of an interruption in chemical supply, they need 
to ensure they have enough chemicals for the season, ensure the chemicals do not 
leak or spill during a disaster, and ensure they can reapply nutrients if the soils are 
damaged (by a hurricane or flood, for example).47 
 
Chemicals can cause adverse effects on agricultural soil.48 Efforts to manage the 
use of these agricultural chemicals to reduce runoff into local waterways have made 
their application more efficient. The use of genetically modified crops which are 
naturally resistant to pests and adverse growth conditions also helps to limit the 
excessive use of chemicals in agricultural production and to reduce water 
pollution.49 

 
42 EPA | 29 April 2022 | “Basic Information about Biosolids” | https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-
biosolids#:~:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids.  
43 Environmental Science and Technology | 17 December 2013 | “Uptake of perfluoroalkyl acids into edible crops via land 
applied biosolids: Field and greenhouse studies” 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?Lab=NHEERL&dirEntryId=307369  
44 The Maine Monitor | 13 March 2022 | “‘Forever chemicals’ on farmland are a slow-motion disaster” | 
https://www.themainemonitor.org/forever-chemicals-on-farmland-are-a-slow-motion-disaster/  
45 CISA | https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-chemical-2015-508.pdf  
46 Reuters | https://www.reuters.com/article/storm-ida-crops-idAFL1N2QI1SR  
47 USDA https://www.climatehubs.usda.gov/sites/default/files/Corn%20Producers%20Guide_SE.pdf  
48 EPA https://www.epa.gov/report-environment/chemicals-used-land  
49 USDA | May 2019 | “Agricultural Resources and Environmental Indicators, 2019” | pgs. 30-48 | 
https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/93026/eib-208.pdf?v=8294.1  

https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-biosolids#:%7E:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids
https://www.epa.gov/biosolids/basic-information-about-biosolids#:%7E:text=Biosolids%20are%20a%20product%20of,rich%20product%20known%20as%20biosolids
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?Lab=NHEERL&dirEntryId=307369
https://www.themainemonitor.org/forever-chemicals-on-farmland-are-a-slow-motion-disaster/
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-chemical-2015-508.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/storm-ida-crops-idAFL1N2QI1SR
https://www.climatehubs.usda.gov/sites/default/files/Corn%20Producers%20Guide_SE.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/report-environment/chemicals-used-land
https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/93026/eib-208.pdf?v=8294.1
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Human-Based Risk Factors 
 
In a review of threat vectors our selected sectors face, we consistently found that 
human factors appeared to be overlooked. The phrase “human factors” 
encompasses much more than just terrorism or insider threats. Labor shortages, 
human error, and communication failures have caused or exacerbated incidents in 
the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater sectors. It is 
important to understand how these human factors contribute to critical 
infrastructure resilience. This understanding will allow sector owners/operators to 
prevent incidents from happening and to respond more effectively when an incident 
does occur. In addition to explaining such factors, this report provides 
recommendations to mitigate these vulnerabilities. 
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Labor Shortages 

According to one study, labor shortages contribute to 51 percent of U.S. supply 
chain disruptions.50 Factors such as changes in U.S. immigration policy and declining 
interest in agricultural employment have led to widespread farm worker 
shortages.51 In 2021, shipping bottlenecks and a lack of truck drivers caused 
widespread chemical supply shortages.52 In the water/wastewater industry, an 
increasing retirement rate and challenges recruiting qualified talent have led to a 
lack of workers to repair and replace aging water infrastructure. 53,54 The COVID-19 
pandemic exacerbated the problem, but even before 2020, the Chemical, 
Food/Agriculture, and Water/Wastewater sectors all faced personnel shortages.  

Labor Shortage Causes 

Predominant themes emerged in our research regarding the cause of these labor 
shortages: 

● An aging workforce and surging retirements have removed many 
experienced workers from the labor pool 

● Lack of knowledge about or interest in these industries creates challenges in 
recruiting new workers, especially those who require specialized skills or 
advanced degrees 

 
50 Zippia | 5 April 2022 | “17 Stunning Supply Chain Statistics [2022]: Facts, Figures, and Trends” | 
https://www.zippia.com/advice/supply-chain-statistics/  
51 AgAmerica | 28 June 2022 | “The U.S. Farm Labor Shortage” | https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-
shortage/  
52 Trinity Logistics | 13 August 2021 | “Shortages are Affecting the Chemical Industry” | https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-
are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/  
53 EPA | 2020 | “America’s Water Sector Workforce Initiative: A Call to Action” | https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-
11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf  
54 Great Lakes Now | 11 August 2021 | “Industry Woes: Water Industry Struggles with Both Competitive Hiring and Retiring 
Workforce” | https://www.greatlakesnow.org/2021/08/water-industry-struggles-competitive-hiring-retiring-workforce/  

https://www.zippia.com/advice/supply-chain-statistics/
https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-shortage/
https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-shortage/
https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/
https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://www.greatlakesnow.org/2021/08/water-industry-struggles-competitive-hiring-retiring-workforce/
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● Many jobs in the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and Wastewater 
industries are in rural or tribal communities. A small population in these areas 
makes it difficult to recruit and retain qualified personnel55,56,57, 58  

Labor Shortage Solutions 

Some solutions to these problems are sector specific; reforming U.S. immigration 
policies to increase the seasonal farm worker labor pool is one example. Other 
solutions apply across industries. Sector employers can work with educational 
institutions and trade schools to advertise career opportunities. They can invest in 
training, certifications, and apprenticeship programs to draw talent. Federal 
leadership in these sectors can work to create national momentum and coordinate 
efforts.59,60 

Human Error  

Human error receives some attention in insider threat programs and greater 
attention in industrial psychology and similar academic fields. The chemical industry 
dedicates extensive study to the causes of human error, where a mistake can be 
catastrophic. Human error contributed to 76 percent of chemical accidents in South 
Korea between 2008 and 2018.61 Some of the worst chemical incidents in history 
were caused by mistakes. 

 

 

 
55 AgAmerica | 28 June 2022 | “The U.S. Farm Labor Shortage” | https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-
shortage/  
56 Trinity Logistics | 13 August 2021 | “Shortages are Affecting the Chemical Industry” | https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-
are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/  
57 EPA | 2020 | “America’s Water Sector Workforce Initiative: A Call to Action” | https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-
11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf  
58 Great Lakes Now | 11 August 2021 | “Industry Woes: Water Industry Struggles with Both Competitive Hiring and Retiring 
Workforce” | https://www.greatlakesnow.org/2021/08/water-industry-struggles-competitive-hiring-retiring-workforce/  
59 EPA | 2020 | “America’s Water Sector Workforce Initiative: A Call to Action” | https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-
11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf  
60 AgAmerica | 19 July 2022 | “Three Ways Immigration Reform Could Help U.S. Farmers” | https://agamerica.com/blog/farm-
labor-shortage/  
61 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health | volume 18(21) | November 2021 | “Classification of 
Human Failure in Chemical Plants: Case Study of Various Types of Chemical Accidents in South Korea from 2010 to 2017” | 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8583617/#:~:text=(2016)%20explained%20that%20human%20errors,errors%
20%5B25%2C26%5D.  

https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-shortage/
https://agamerica.com/blog/the-impact-of-the-farm-labor-shortage/
https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/
https://trinitylogistics.com/shortages-are-affecting-the-chemical-industry/
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://www.greatlakesnow.org/2021/08/water-industry-struggles-competitive-hiring-retiring-workforce/
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-11/documents/americas_water_sector_workforce_initative_final.pdf
https://agamerica.com/blog/farm-labor-shortage/
https://agamerica.com/blog/farm-labor-shortage/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8583617/#:%7E:text=(2016)%20explained%20that%20human%20errors,errors%20%5B25%2C26%5D.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8583617/#:%7E:text=(2016)%20explained%20that%20human%20errors,errors%20%5B25%2C26%5D.
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Case Study: The Bhopal Disaster 
In December 1984, a series of errors led to a gas leak at a pesticide production 
facility in Bhopal, India. The leak killed 3,800 people and injured thousands more. 
Safety systems were not maintained, supervisors had lapses in judgment, and 
protocols were not followed.62 As recently as 2009, uncleaned industrial waste 
leftover from the incident has continued to leach into soil and groundwater.63 

 

Human Error Causes 

Fatigue, lack of attention, or inadequate time to perform a task all contribute to 
human errors. In one study of chemical accidents in South Korea, most accidents 
were caused by two or more human errors, with unintentional omission, or 
accidentally skipping steps or failing to perform necessary actions, being the most 
common cause. Deliberate violations of safety regulations or procedures 
contributed to very few chemical accidents.64 Similarly, unintentional commission, 
or accidentally performing procedures incorrectly, was the most common type of 
human error in a sample of U.S. incidents.65 In the Korean study, authors attributed 
human errors to “a combination of insufficient understanding and education on the 
dangers of chemicals, unintentional work mistakes, lack of education, failure to 
conduct risk assessment, omission of work permits, defects in MSDS [material 
safety data sheets], and problems in work procedures.”66 

 

 

 
62 The New York Times | 28 January 1985 | “The Bhopal Disaster: How it Happened” | nytimes.com/1985/01/28/world/the-
bhopal-disaster-how-it-happened.html  
63 Scientific American | 1 December 2009 | “Poisoned Water Haunts Bhopal 25 Years after Chemical Accident” | 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/groundwater-contamination-india-pesticide-factory/  
64 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health | volume 18(21) | November 2021 | “Classification of 
Human Failure in Chemical Plants: Case Study of Various Types of Chemical Accidents in South Korea from 2010 to 2017” | 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8583617/#:~:text=(2016)%20explained%20that%20human%20errors,errors%
20%5B25%2C26%5D.  
65 Purdue Chemical Engineering | Fall 2019 | “Human Error in Process Safety” | 
https://engineering.purdue.edu/P2SAC/presentations/documents/Human_Error_in_Process_Safety_Fall2019.pdf  
66 International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health | volume 18(21) | November 2021 | “Classification of 
Human Failure in Chemical Plants: Case Study of Various Types of Chemical Accidents in South Korea from 2010 to 2017” | 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8583617/#:~:text=(2016)%20explained%20that%20human%20errors,errors%
20%5B25%2C26%5D.  
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Human Error Solutions 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution to preventing or mitigating human error. 
Knowing common causes of human error in a specific organization or industry helps 
managers identify potential problem areas unique to their purview. Many solutions 
involve better supervising and better scheduling, relatively inexpensive actions that 
can minimize insider threat risk: 

● Adequate training and community culture empowers all employees to make 
good decisions by giving people an understanding of how their job 
contributes to the overall mission, and how it relates to the jobs of others in 
the organization.67,68 Agency officials and private sector managers may 
choose to train employees on the possible cross-sector impacts of 
failures/accidents in their industry. Employees are better positioned to make 
good decisions and avoid mistakes if they understand how their work fits into 
the big picture.  

● Training could also include exposure to interdependent sectors through 
cross-training, facility tours, and meetings/seminars. For example, water 
sector employees may tour a chemical facility to see how water is used in 
chemical manufacturing. Workers at a chemical manufacturing plant may 
visit a nearby agricultural facility to better understand the potential impacts 
of a chemical accident on food production.  

● Employers may also take steps to minimize fatigue, especially in shift work or 
jobs that require constant vigilance, such as security or line work.69 For 
instance, managers may vary operators’ tasks periodically, schedule frequent 
breaks, and balance workload across shifts when possible.70  

 

 

 
67 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers | 2005 | “Humans As Critical Infrastructure: Public-Private Partnerships 
Essential to Resiliency and Response” | https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/1572289 
68 George Mason University Center for Infrastructure Protection and Homeland Security | 13 July 2017 | “A Human-Centered 
Approach to the Prioritization of Critical Infrastructure Resilience” | https://cip.gmu.edu/2017/07/13/human-centered-
approach-prioritization-critical-infrastructure-resilience/  
69 SUNY Maritime College | April 2014 | “The Human Factor in Securing Critical Infrastructure” | 
https://www.academia.edu/9308047/The_Human_Factor_in_Securing_Critical_Infrastructure  
70 SUNY Maritime College | April 2014 | “The Human Factor in Securing Critical Infrastructure” | 
https://www.academia.edu/9308047/The_Human_Factor_in_Securing_Critical_Infrastructure  
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https://www.academia.edu/9308047/The_Human_Factor_in_Securing_Critical_Infrastructure
https://www.academia.edu/9308047/The_Human_Factor_in_Securing_Critical_Infrastructure
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Communication Failures 

The 2015 Water and Wastewater Sector Specific Plan identifies inadequate 
coordination and information sharing during the preparation, recovery, and 
response phases of an incident as a high risk to that sector.71 Some companies in 
the Food and Agriculture sector may have developed good counterintelligence and 
counterterrorism programs over the years but may miss important threats by 
keeping these programs siloed. Communication failures may be considered a type 
of human error, but the problem is particularly salient in a discussion of sector 
interdependencies.  

 

Case Study: Water Contamination in Camelford, England 
In an incident in Camelford, England in 1988, a chemical company truck driver 
poured aluminum sulfate into treated water at a water treatment plant. The water 
treatment plant used aluminum sulfate during the water treatment process to 
remove solid particles from water. Lack of communication between the driver and 
plant employees led the driver to believe he was putting the chemical into a 
storage tank. Nobody met the driver at the plant to show him which storage tank 
into which the aluminum sulfate should be deposited. Instead, someone gave the 
driver a key and a general description of the area where the storage tank was. 
Unfortunately, the key opened several locks in the plant, including the manhole 
cover into which the driver ultimately put the chemicals. Despite countless calls to 
the water company, the mistake was not discovered for two days. People were 
told to boil their water to purify it. Such action, however, merely concentrated the 
aluminum in the water, rather than removing it.72 

 

Communication Failure Causes 

Particularly in the context of public-private partnerships, communication is critical 
to avoiding failure. Government agencies and private companies may have 
inconsistent goals and values. In the context of Critical Infrastructure protection, 

 
71 DHS and EPA | 2015 | “Water and Wastewater Sector-Specific Plan” | p. 10 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf  
72 The Guardian | 14 March 2012 | “The Camelford Poisoning: Black Water, a Driver’s Mistake, and ‘Terrible’ Advice” | 
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2012/mar/14/camelford-water-poisoning-inquest  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2012/mar/14/camelford-water-poisoning-inquest
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information sharing is one of the key challenges to close cooperation between 
public and private agencies.73  

Our research indicates two prominent types of communication failure:  

● Failure to communicate with the appropriate individuals 
● Failure to communicate clear instructions to employees 

In the Camelford incident described above, the water treatment employees failed to 
provide clear instructions to the truck driver, causing contamination. Additionally, 
when the contamination was discovered, it appears as if there was no conversation 
between water officials and chemical officials about how to treat the contaminated 
water.  

Government agencies and private industry offices frequently have a single person 
who is the repository of all information on a particular topic. The individual may be a 
subject matter expert on a specific process or may be the single person maintaining 
relationships with critical partners. Other employees in the work group may not 
have the knowledge, relationships, or sense of empowerment to respond to a crisis 
on their own. Agencies may inadvertently create these single points of failure while 
streamlining operations. Too much streamlining creates points of failure. Too little 
makes it hard to manage a crisis or a transition. 

Communication Failure Solutions 

Communication failures can create crises and exacerbate existing emergencies. 
Agency personnel must know who to contact across sectors and how to effectively 
communicate with professionals in those other sectors. An empowered workforce 
will have the wherewithal to take proactive steps, anticipating potential cross-
sector impacts of a disaster and reaching out to their counterparts to prevent and 
mitigate disasters. 

As with other forms of human error, organizations can reduce communication 
failures with proper training and employee empowerment. One solution to this 
problem is to systematize communication and collaboration. Instead of vague 
suggestions that communication is important, and everyone should do it, industries 
can weave communication into the fabric of their culture, create specific pathways 

 
73 Cyber War 3.0: Human Factors in Information Operations and Future Conflict | 2000 | “Critical Infrastructures and the 
Human Target in Information Operations | p. 203-209 | https://www.ojp.gov/ncjrs/virtual-library/abstracts/critical-
infrastructures-and-human-target-information-operations  

https://www.ojp.gov/ncjrs/virtual-library/abstracts/critical-infrastructures-and-human-target-information-operations
https://www.ojp.gov/ncjrs/virtual-library/abstracts/critical-infrastructures-and-human-target-information-operations
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for communication, and make communication mechanisms like ISAC participation 
and contact rosters mandatory.  

Some industries are already doing this. The water sector has the Water/Wastewater 
Agency Response Network (WARN), a network of water utilities that share 
resources with each other in times of crisis. WARN maintains emergency contact 
information and can quickly locate specialized resources during a crisis.74 Several 
DHS offices are collaborating with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and others to 
protect the food supply from a variety of risks, including chemical contamination.75  

Resilience as Protection 
 
Our study aimed to identify sectors ripe for strengthening to create more resilient 
critical infrastructure. Resilience is the ability of a sector to withstand issues that 
affect its most basic function. Despite arising issues, resilience allows infrastructure 
to continue functioning, either fully or in a somewhat limited capacity, to avoid 
collapse. With resilience, the goal is not complete protection; rather, as one report 
stated, “resilience provides the bridge between the possible and the 
ideal.”76Resilience is realism, recognizing systems inherently create their own 
problems, and the best way to keep a system secure is to build resilience into its 
structure so it can maintain basic functioning under less-than-ideal circumstances. 
One particular approach to resilience involves the creation of redundancy within 
operations. When organizations create redundancy and back-up plans within their 
work structure, they help to ensure that systemic failure is addressed before it 
cascades into devastating effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
74 DHS and EPA | 2015 | “Water and Wastewater Sector-Specific Plan” | p. 10 | 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf  
75 DHS | 13 May 2021 | “Feature Article: Protecting Food from the Farm to Our Plates” | https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-
technology/news/2021/05/13/feature-article-protecting-food-farm-our-plates  
76 National Infrastructure Advisory Council | 2010 | A Framework for Establishing Critical Infrastructure Resilience Goals: Final 
Report and Recommendations by the Council | pg 4 | https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-
establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf  

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-water-2015-508.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2021/05/13/feature-article-protecting-food-farm-our-plates
https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2021/05/13/feature-article-protecting-food-farm-our-plates
https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf
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Case Study: The Nordic Approach to Fortifying Resilience 
Nordic countries, including Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden, have 
outpaced the rest of the European Union in creating infrastructure resilience. One 
research group explained, “Even before the resilience debate emerged, these 
countries had based their policies on securing vital societal functions rather than 
the individual infrastructures that support these functions.”77 Their approach to 
critical infrastructure borrows heavily from the region’s historic approach to the 
Cold War known as “total defense.”’ This phrase accounts for all sectors of critical 
infrastructure related to defense, with one report explaining, “Based in part on this 
Cold War experience and the constant uncertainty which characterized that era, 
all of the Nordic countries also have well-developed redundancy and storage-
based systems to secure the supply chain of critical materials and services, such 
as energy and basic public health-related drugs.”78 In other words, an existential 
threat and severe anxiety helped Nordic countries leverage their critical 
infrastructure weaknesses into strengths by making sure that multiple sectors 
shared responsibility for necessary functions, in the event of an attack or outage. 
Furthermore, these Nordic countries focus on the functions themselves rather 
than the infrastructures that support them. The Swedish Civil Contingencies 
Agency has defined resilience as “the capacity the society has to withstand and 
recover from a disruption.”79  
 

 
 
 
Time and again, the literature reflects an understanding of shared ownership as a 
means for countries to build resilience. One report emphasized the importance of “a 
shared responsibility of the private sector, government, communities, and 
individuals.”80 Still, perhaps one of the biggest obstacles to creating resilience 

 
77 International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction | March 2018 | “Critical infrastructure resilience: a Nordic model in the 
making?” | https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644 
78 International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction | March 2018 | “Critical infrastructure resilience: a Nordic model in the 
making?” | https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644 
79 International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction | March 2018 | “Critical infrastructure resilience: a Nordic model in the 
making?” | https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644 
80 National Infrastructure Advisory Council | 2010 | A Framework for Establishing Critical Infrastructure Resilience Goals: Final 
Report and Recommendations by the Council | pg 6 | https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-
establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2212420917301644
https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac-a-framework-for-establishing-critical-infrastructure-resilience-goals-2010-10-19.pdf
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occurs when stakeholders fail to understand their interdependencies or elicit low 
levels of coordination between the various interested and intersecting sectors. 
  
As a possible remedy to these challenges, a UK study found that developing future 
scenarios and involving key stakeholders allowed them to craft procedures that 
would undergird overlapping resilience.81 The authors determined events like the 
July 7, 2005 bombings in London and 2007 summer floods exposed vulnerabilities 
and a lack of common understanding regarding resilience. They explained this 
challenge, writing, “Spreading the task of delivering resilience across increasing 
numbers of state and non-state actors generates greater challenges for sharing 
common priorities and, ultimately, new challenges of coordination and cohesion.”82 
 
The United States has taken valuable lessons from past infrastructure attacks. The 
May 2021 ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline underscored the need for 
companies to understand their own systems, with one report concluding, 
“knowledge of operations, vulnerabilities, and remedies will be the starting point for 
building resilience,” if for no other reason than to build trust by communicating 
effectively with various stakeholders, including government, regulators, customers, 
and the media.83 
 
 

  

 
81 Futures | 18 April 2013 | “Constructing Resilient Futures: Integrating UK multi-stakeholder transport and energy resilience 
for 2050” | https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10133431/7/Sircar_1-s2.0-S0016328713000530-main.pdf  
82 Futures | 18 April 2013 | “Constructing Resilient Futures: Integrating UK multi-stakeholder transport and energy resilience 
for 2050” | https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10133431/7/Sircar_1-s2.0-S0016328713000530-main.pdf  
83 McKinsey | 30 June 2021 | “Building cyber resilience in national critical infrastructure” | 
“https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/building-cyber-resilience-in-national-critical-
infrastructure” 

https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10133431/7/Sircar_1-s2.0-S0016328713000530-main.pdf
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10133431/7/Sircar_1-s2.0-S0016328713000530-main.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/building-cyber-resilience-in-national-critical-infrastructure
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk-and-resilience/our-insights/building-cyber-resilience-in-national-critical-infrastructure
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Tabletop exercises (TTX) are discussion-based sessions where team members 
meet in an informal classroom setting to discuss their roles during an emergency 
and their responses to a particular emergency situation. A facilitator guides 
participants through a discussion of one or more scenarios. The duration of a TTX 
depends on the audience, the topic being exercised and the exercise objectives. 
Many tabletop exercises can be conducted in a few hours, so they are cost-effective 
tools to validate plans and capabilities.84  

Exercise Objectives and Capabilities 

The exercise objectives in Table 1 describe the expected outcomes for the exercise. 
The objectives are linked to capabilities, which are the means to accomplish a 
mission, function, or objective based on the performance of related tasks, under 
specified conditions, to target levels of performance.  

Exercise Objectives Capability 

Identify areas of dependence between the 
Water and Wastewater, Food and 
Agriculture, and Chemical Sectors that 
may impact owners/operators of critical 
infrastructure assets. 

✔ Planning 
✔ Intelligence and Information 

Sharing 
✔ Infrastructure Systems 
✔ Supply Chain Integrity and 

Security 
✔ Risk and Disaster Resilience 

Assessment 

Assess how an organization’s emergency 
operations plan identifies and addresses 
functional dependencies outside the 
control of the critical infrastructure 
owner/operator. 

✔ Planning 
✔ Intelligence and Information 

Sharing 
✔ Risk and Disaster Resilience 

Assessment 

 
84 Exercises | Ready.gov 

https://www.ready.gov/exercises
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Exercise Objectives Capability 

Identify critical entities across the Water 
and Wastewater, Food and Agriculture, and 
Chemical Sectors to serve as preparedness 
and response partners. 

✔ Planning 
✔ Intelligence and Information 

Sharing 
✔ Risk and Disaster Resilience 

Assessment 

Share resources and best practices among 
critical infrastructure owners/operators to 
increase resilience related to dependency 
across sectors. 

✔ Planning 
✔ Intelligence and Information 

Sharing 
✔ Supply Chain Integrity and 

Security 
✔ Risk and Disaster Resilience 

Assessment 
✔ Infrastructure Systems 

Table 1. Exercise Objectives and Associated Capabilities 

 

 

Participant Roles and Responsibilities 

The term participant encompasses many groups of people, not just those playing in 
the exercise. Groups of participants involved in the exercise, and their respective 
roles and responsibilities, are as follows: 

● Players: Players have an active role in discussing or performing their regular 
roles and responsibilities during the exercise. Players discuss or initiate 
actions in response to the simulated emergency. 

● Observers: Observers do not directly participate in the exercise. However, 
they may support the development of player responses to the situation 
during the discussion by asking relevant questions or providing subject 
matter expertise. 

● Facilitator: The facilitator provides situation updates and moderates 
discussions. They also provide additional information or resolve questions as 
required.  
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● Moderators: Moderators admit and sign in all participants to the virtual 
exercise, monitor the chat area for questions and / or issues, and control 
participant audio.  

● Evaluators: Evaluators are assigned to observe and document the discussion 
during the exercise, participate in data analysis, and assist with drafting the 
After Action Report (AAR).   
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● This exercise will be held in an open, no-fault environment wherein 

capabilities, plans, systems, and processes will be evaluated. Varying 
viewpoints, even disagreements, are expected.  

● Respond to the scenario using your knowledge of current plans and 
capabilities (i.e., you may use only existing assets) and insights derived from 
your training. 

● Decisions are not precedent-setting and may not reflect your jurisdiction’s/ 
organization’s final position on a given issue. This exercise is an opportunity 
to discuss and present multiple options and possible solutions. 

● Issue identification is not as valuable as suggestions and recommended 
actions that could improve preparedness efforts. Problem-solving efforts 
should be the focus. 

● The assumption is that the exercise scenario is plausible, and events occur as 
they are presented. All players will receive information at the same time. 

● Accept the scenario(s) and work within the boundaries of the exercise.  
● It is acceptable to not have an answer; we are here to learn. 
● Be willing to participate in conversation with other participants. 
● Challenge yourself and others in a respectful manner. 

Exercise Evaluation 

Participants may determine for themselves what form exercise evaluation will take. 
At a minimum, participating organizations should take note of gaps, lessons learned, 
and areas for improvement illuminated by the exercise. For more structured 
exercises, planners may decide to create specific areas of evaluation based on the 
objectives and capabilities to assess discussions against. 
 

Exercise Structure 

This exercise will be a discussion-based, facilitated exercise. The exercise scenarios 
that follow are designed to be conducted in a “choose your own adventure” form. 
Based on the participating organizations, specific topics of interest, or other 
considerations, the facilitator will guide participants through various aspects of 
each scenario, explore when scenarios or questions that are not applicable, and may 
incorporate additional discussion questions or scenario details to accomplish each 
organization’s goals.  

Exercise Guidelines 
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EXERCISE SCENARIO AND DISCUSSION 

Scenario Details 

I. Summary of Interconnected Companies 
II. Short-term Scenarios 
III. Long-term Scenario 

 

Key discussion point to apply throughout the exercise: These exercise scenarios 
and the questions that follow are designed to encourage discussion of the 
interdependencies between the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and 
Wastewater Sectors. Participants should use the organizations detailed in the 
scenarios as a proxy for their own organization and rely upon their experience and 
knowledge of their own organization. 
 
Consider your organization’s existing relationships with federal, state, local, tribal, 
and territorial (FSLTT) law enforcement, FSLTT government entities, competitors, 
suppliers, industry associations, and/or other private or non-profit organizations to 
discuss shared concerns, potential threats, or to establish emergency response 
plans. How would you leverage those relationships in the below situations? Which 
are your strongest relationships? Where are you missing contacts? How could 
those relationships be strengthened?  
 

Summary of Interconnected Companies 

 

1. HappyCounty Water Treatment Plant 
HappyCounty Water Treatment Plant provides drinking-grade water to 
residential and commercial facilities within Happy County. There are two mid-
sized towns within its service area, as well as multiple manufacturing facilities, 
including Grainery Co. Happy County also has a significant agricultural base, 
including MeatMe Farms, Inc., which can hold up to 10,000 head of MeatAnimal. 
HappyCounty Water gets most of its water from the Happy River. HappyCounty 
Water just upgraded to an artificial intelligence (AI) system that monitors the 
processing of the water for quality, chemical concentrations, mechanical issues 
and any abnormalities. This allowed them to reduce the number of system 
engineers required. The company has provided training to the remaining 
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employees on basic usage, troubleshooting, and compliance. There have been a 
few hiccups, but overall, it seems to be working well. 

 
2. Clean Chemical Inc 

Clean Chemical Inc. is an international company that provides chemicals to 
industrial companies, including insecticide and cleaning chemicals to Grainery 
Co. and chlorine and other water purifying chemicals to HappyCounty Water. It 
has a local distribution plant and a regional sales office. Clean Chemical Inc. has 
had difficulty obtaining some of its active ingredients from its regular overseas 
producers as of late, and so it has been trying to find reliable, quality backup 
options available in North America within a comparable price range, with 
moderate success. 

 
3. Nutritionalist Co. 

Nutritionalist Co. is a U.S. company that provides additive and enhanced 
chemical ingredients to food manufacturers to use to fortify the existing 
nutrients. Nutritionalist Co., the primary provider of the major supplements to 
Grainery Co, has recently come under fire due to allegations of unethical 
sourcing of materials. Nutritionalist Co.’s server was hacked a month ago, which 
it suspects is related to this issue. Hackers were able to successfully access 
some employees’ personal identifiable information (PII) and posted it to 
Nutritionalist Co.’s public facing website. Nutritionalist pulled down the data and 
was able to resolve the issue within a matter of hours. It has provided identity 
theft protection to its impacted employees. A few impacted employees have 
reported receiving “annoying” calls from people upset with the company, but 
there does not seem to be any major blowback. Nutritionalist Co. does not 
believe, but cannot confirm, that its customer information was breached. The 
hackers have not been identified. 
 

4. Grainery Co. 
Grainery Co. is the region’s largest grain milling facility. Grainery Co. produces a 
variety of milled grain products – including raw, fortified, and bleached. Its 
customer base includes household name brands and store brands, as well as 
suppliers to national restaurant chains. Their customers use the grain in products 
like bread, cereal, vegan alternative meat products, and cake mixes. The 
company has nation-wide product distribution. Grainery Co. sells its production 
byproduct to regional farms, including MeatMe Farms, Inc., to use as fodder. 
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Grainery Co. has been struggling to keep up with demand. It began to convert its 
processing to use machine learning a few years ago, but the shortage of 
necessary technological parts has hampered its ability to complete the 
transition. In the interim, the equipment slated for replacement has started to 
urgently need repairs, but the required parts are not available because they are 
manufactured overseas and are currently stuck in transit. Grainery Co. is 
therefore caught in the middle of running a hybrid AI/human-managed 
processing system without the ability to keep either system fully functional. 
Grainery Co. also had some higher-than-normal staff turnover, adding to the 
challenge of ensuring that everything is processed according to code during the 
transition.  

 
5. MeatMe Farms, Inc. 

MeatMe Farms, Inc. is a large farm in HappyCounty that can hold up to 10,000 
head of Meat Animals. It was locally owned and prided itself on its commitment 
to responsible farming but was sold in a forced takeover by a foreign holding 
company. As a demonstration of its intent to maintain this image, the new 
owners recently installed cutting edge AI technology to monitor the health of the 
animals. The operations manager of MeatMe Farms was quoted as saying that 
this addition reinforces the owners’ commitment to responsible farming, 
because the technology will help them identify potential disease threats to the 
herd before it spreads, thereby protecting the health of the animals and reducing 
the need for antibiotics among the herd. The company states it is committed to 
only providing organic feed to its animals and proudly highlights its idyllic 
location next to the Happy River in its marketing materials. 
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Short-Term Scenarios 

 

Short Term Scenario One: The new health scanning system at MeatMe Farms is 
reporting an increase in sick animals.  

Discussion Question: When your monitoring systems return results outside of 
the acceptable margin, what processes do you have in place to determine the 
root cause? How are these processes tracked or recorded? In other words, 
are there ways to ensure these processes are completed? 

 
Based on your investigation, the below are among the possible causes. Select one 
or more causes and talk through how your organization’s policies, processes, and 
procedures would address each question, taking note of gaps and areas for 
improvement.  
 

1. The AI is falsely reporting illness 
 
Discussion Question: How would you determine whether the error in 
technology is unintended or was deliberately manipulated? How would that 
determination alter your response (if at all)? 
 

2. The fodder from Grainery is contaminated 
 
Discussion Question: What process do you have in place to test incoming 
materials? Do you test for common contaminants or receive information on 
product quality from your suppliers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is your policy for notification if contaminated 
material is discovered in a shipment before it is used in production? Does that 
change it if is discovered after it has been used in production? 
 
Discussion Question: How would the discovery of contaminated material be 
communicated between the receiving and distributing companies? What 
processes are in place to provide feedback to the supplier on supply chain 
issues experienced by the consumer? 
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Discussion Question: What role does your organization play in the Maintain 
Supply Chains NCF85? How does your organization maintain awareness of how 
your product or services are used by other organizations either within your 
own sector or in other sectors? 
 

3. Intentional inject of a chemical/disease by someone with access to the site 
(violent extremist/foreign threat/disgruntled employee/former employee) 

 
Discussion Question: What types of insider threat program(s) does your 
organization have in place? In the hiring process? In the onboarding process? 
On a routine basis? 
 
Discussion Question: What access control procedures does your 
organization have in place? What is included in the offboarding process to 
support access control for former employees? 

 
4. The illness is determined to have originated from an exposure to a 

previously unknown chemical/disease found in the river. 
 
Discussion Question: In your community, how does your organization monitor 
environmental quality alerts that could impact your operation? How would you 
be notified of this type of exposure/contaminant?  
 
Discussion Question: Who would you notify if you determine there is a 
contaminant in the river (separate from any notifications related to possible 
contamination in the supply chain from the sick animals)? How and when 
would those notifications be made? 

 
As your organization responds to the incident, the following represent some 
incident-specific and general next steps and considerations for your organization. 
Discuss each of the considerations and how your plans, policies, and procedures 
would account for each, making specific note of gaps and areas for improvement.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
85 Manage and sustain the networks of assets, systems, and relationships that enable the movement of goods and services 
from producers to consumers. National Critical Functions | CISA 

https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
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1. Determine extent of the issue 
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization either enable or rely upon 
the Produce and Provide Agricultural Products and Services NCF86? 

 
Discussion Question: How would you identify if any sick animals have been 
moved to feed lots where they could be spreading the contamination? 

 
Discussion Question: How would you determine if any contaminated meat has 
entered the supply chain? 

 
Discussion Question: Which of the National Critical Functions does your 
organization enable? What organizations depend on your organization whose 
operations would be impacted if your organization was experiencing 
disruptions? 

 
2. Notification policies and procedures 

 
Discussion Question: Under what conditions and for what types of incidents is 
your organization required to report anomalous events?  
 
Discussion Question: Who would you call first if you had an incident requiring 
action outside of your organization? Outside of your sector? 
 
Discussion Question: To which entities/people are you required to report an 
incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Who would you voluntarily notify of the incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Do you have existing points of contacts for these 
notifications? If so, how often do you update them? If not, how would you find 
those POCs during an active incident?  
 
Discussion Question: What is the coordination process for reporting an 
incident outside of the company?  
 

 
86 Definition: Grow and harvest plant and animal commodities (including crops, livestock, dairy, aquaculture, and timber) and 
produce inputs required to support agricultural production (such as fertilizers, pesticides, animal food, crop seeds, and 
veterinary services). National Critical Functions | CISA 

https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
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Discussion Question: Has your organization set thresholds for internal and 
external notification about anomalous events? What are they? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for internal notifications once a 
threshold has been met? What is the timeline for external notifications once a 
threshold has been met? 
 
Discussion Question: How are notification processes documented in your 
emergency plans? 

 
3. Response and Mitigation 

 
Discussion Question: If an employee suspects an issue, what is the chain of 
command for reporting?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your company have an emergency response team 
in place? If so, where in the reporting chain is it activated? If not, how do 
employees and frontline supervisors elevate a concern requiring immediate 
attention? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the first priority once an incident is confirmed? 
Second? What is the corresponding action? Who prioritizes the action? 
 
Discussion Question: What processes does your organization have in place to 
encourage employees to report potential issues? How do you protect 
whistleblowers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for your action plan once someone 
in your company suspects an anomalous event?  
 

Discussion Question: What response actions would your organization take to 
mitigate public health and safety, economic, and public perception 
consequences? What role would or could your organization play in mitigating 
the impacts that organizations that depend upon your functions would face 
due to the disruption? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your emergency plan, communications plan, etc. 
account for the actions outlined above? 
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4. Supply chain implications for product distribution  
 

Discussion Question: How far into the downstream supply chain can you track 
your product? 
 
Discussion Question: How would you communicate the potential issue to your 
immediate customer? Would you rely on them to then notify their customer(s) 
of a potential issue?  
 
Discussion Question: If you notify a downstream recipient of a possible 
contamination, but that company does not appear to take proactive measures, 
what, if anything, would you do independently? 
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Short Term Scenario Two: An employee discovers an irregularity in the 
chemical/bacterial testing of a product at Grainery Co. 
 

Discussion Question: When your monitoring systems return results outside of 
the acceptable margin of results, what processes do you have in place to 
determine the root cause of the results? 
 

Based on your investigation, the issues below are among the possible causes. Select 
one or more causes and talk through how your organization’s policies, processes, 
and procedures would address each of the questions, taking note of gaps and areas 
for improvement.  
 
1. Technical issue: Broken equipment 

 
Discussion Question: Does your organization have significant in-house 
repair/maintenance staff, or do you use outside vendors? How would this 
arrangement impact your organization’s ability to quickly respond to a 
maintenance issue? 
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization account for production 
downtime of various lengths? Are the downstream consumers of your 
product/services aware of how a disruption in your production may impact 
their operations? 
 

2. Technical issue: Intentional manipulation of AI technology 
 

Discussion Question: How does your organization evaluate the security of 
technologies during the procurement process? Does your organization have a 
Supply Chain Risk Management office? If so, describe its evaluation process. If 
not, which office is responsible for due diligence of potential suppliers? 
 
Discussion Question: How many layers back can you trace the origin of your 
equipment/software in the supply chain? How do you guard against it being 
sourced from a company with known or suspected ties to a foreign adversary? 
 
Discussion Question: If you identified a bug or other backdoor that appears to 
be built into technology or software prior to it creating an issue for your own 
production, would you notify anyone outside of your organization of the bug or 
backdoor? If so, who? If not, why? 
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3. Insider threat, either unintentionally (due to staff shortages or insufficient 

training) or intentionally  
 

Discussion Question: What types of insider threat programs does your 
organization have in place: 

● In the hiring process? 
● In the onboarding process? 
● On a routine basis? 
● In the offboarding process? 

 
Discussion Question: What access control procedures does your organization 
have in place? What is included in the offboarding process to support access 
control for former employees? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your business plans account for unintentional 
and intentional insider threats? Does your organization treat these causes 
differently or have similar practices regardless of intention?  

 
4. Victim of upstream supply chain issue 

 
Discussion question: How would you approach identifying a root cause when 
you suspect that the issue stems from an upstream supplier? 

 
5. Contaminated water 

 
Discussion Question: How does your organization either enable or rely on the 
Supply Water87 and Manage Wastewater88 NCFs? 
 
Discussion Question: What type of environmental quality reports and testing 
would you have access to in order to help confirm if the water was 
contaminated before it entered into your infrastructure? 
 
Discussion Question: Would you notify HappyCounty Water of your suspicions 
directly or coordinate it with other entities? If you would notify an entity other 
than HappyCounty, which one(s)? 

 
87 Maintain availability of water (raw and treated). National Critical Functions | CISA 
88 Collect and treat industrial and residential wastewater to meet applicable public health and environmental standards prior to 
discharge into a receiving body. National Critical Functions | CISA  

https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
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Discussion Question: What role would your organization play in assisting 
HappyCounty Water in an investigation? 

 
6. Contaminated chemicals from Nutritionalist Co 

 
Discussion Question: How does your organization either enable or rely on the 
Produce Chemicals89 NCF? 
 
Discussion Question: If you determined that one incoming batch of chemicals 
was contaminated, what would be your next step?  
 
Discussion Question: What role would your organization play in a potential 
review of Nutitionalist Co? 

 
As your organization responds to the incident, the following represent some 
incident-specific and general next steps and considerations for your organization. 
Discuss each of the considerations and how your plans, policies, and procedures 
would account for each, making specific note of gaps and areas for improvement.  
 

1. Determine extent of the issue: 
 
Discussion Question: At what stage of production would testing occur? How 
would your organization evaluate the spread of the contaminant within the 
facility? 
 
Discussion Question: How readily available would prior samples be to 
employees within your organization to assist in identifying a timeline for the 
introduction of the contaminant into the system? Who would oversee the 
initial response?  
 
Discussion Question: How would you determine if any contaminated product 
had left the facility? How far downstream is your company easily able to track 
specific batches? 

 
 

 
89 Manufacture basic chemicals from raw organic and inorganic materials and manufacture intermediate and final products 
from basic chemicals. National Critical Functions | CISA  

https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
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2. Notification policies and procedure 

 
Discussion Question: Under what conditions and for what types of incidents is 
your organization required to report anomalous events?  
 
Discussion Question: Who would you call first if you had an incident requiring 
action outside of your organization? 
 
Discussion Question: To which entities/people are you required to report an 
incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Who would you voluntarily notify of the incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Do you have existing points of contacts for these 
notifications? If so, how often do you update them? If not, how would you find 
those POCs during an active incident?  
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization set thresholds for 
notification about anomalous events? When would you make notifications? 
 
Discussion Question: How are notification processes documented in your 
emergency plans?  
 
Discussion Question: Who in your company has access to your emergency 
plans? 

 
3. Response and Mitigation 

 
Discussion Question: If an employee suspects an issue, what is the chain of 
command for reporting?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your company have an emergency response team 
in place? If so, where in the reporting chain is it activated? If not, how do 
employees and frontline supervisors elevate a concern requiring immediate 
attention? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the first priority once an incident is confirmed? 
Second? What is the corresponding action? Who prioritizes the action? 
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Discussion Question: What processes does your organization have in place to 
encourage employees to report potential issues? How do you protect 
whistleblowers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for your action plan once someone 
in your company suspects an anomalous event?  
 

Discussion Question: What response actions would your organization take to 
mitigate public health and safety, economic, and public perception 
consequences? What role would or could your organization play in mitigating 
the impacts that organizations that depend upon your functions would face 
due to the disruption? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your emergency plan, communications plan, etc. 
account for the actions outlined above? 
 

4. Supply chain implications for product distribution  
 

Discussion Question: How far into the downstream supply chain can you track 
your product? 
 
Discussion Question: How would you communicate the potential issue to your 
immediate customer? Would you rely on them to then notify their customer of 
a potential issue?  
 
Discussion Question: If you notify a downstream recipient of a possible 
contamination, but that company does not appear to take proactive measures, 
what, if anything, would you do independently? 
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Short Term Scenario Three: Samples of Nutrionalist Co.’s popular SuperChem 
fortification mix have come back with 100 times the amount of nutrient G4U. In its 
intended quantity, SuperChem provides 100% of the daily required amount of G4U. 
However, human consumption of 100 times that amount can result in moderate to 
severe GI symptoms as well as rashes in and around the mouth if ingested. 
 
Based on your investigation, the issues below are among the possible causes. Select 
one or more causes and talk through how your organization’s policies, processes, 
and procedures would address each of the questions, taking note of gaps and areas 
for improvement.  
 

1. Insider risk: 
a. Intentional act: 

- An employee disagrees with the company’s sourcing of 
materials or the handling of the hack 

-  An employee/family member is being blackmailed by the 
information disclosed in the hack 

b. Human error 
 
Discussion Question: What types of insider threat programs does your 
organization have in place: 
 

● In the hiring process? 
● In the onboarding process? 
● On a routine basis? 
● In the offboarding process? 

 
Discussion Question: What access control procedures does your organization 
have in place for employees, vendors, and visitors?  
 
Discussion Question: What kind of assistance programs does your 
organization offer to help employees facing situations that may impact their 
performance at work? 
 
Discussion Question: If you knew/suspected employees of your organization 
were being targeted by an outside entity, what would you do to increase the 
likelihood that employees would report such contacts? 
 
Discussion Question: How are the different insider threat scenarios outlined 
above accounted for in your business plans? 
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Discussion Question: Describe annual training requirements and other 
resources available to employees designed to reduce the risk of errors and 
encourage skill development 
 

2. Physical breach of facility by a third party:  
a. Protestors to company’s controversial sourcing 

 
Discussion Question: What measures does your organization have in place to 
protect from a physical breach? For example: guards, security monitoring, ID 
checks, badge requirements, visitor access controls, physical barriers 

 
Discussion Question: If you knew your organization was being publicly 
targeted by a group, would you take any extra steps to increase physical 
security? Would those steps differ if you had discreet insight that your 
organization was at risk for an intrusion? 
 
Discussion Question: What plans does your organization have to address a 
negative publicity campaign against it? 

 
Discussion Question: What are your emergency response protocols in the 
event of a physical compromise of your building/facility? Do you have 
designated safety officers in each area in the event of an 
evacuation/emergency response? How often do you have drills?  

 
Discussion Question: Have you pre-coordinated an emergency response plan 
with your local law enforcement? If so, describe. If not, how would you initiate 
a plan? 

 
3. Technology Risk:  

a. System hacked: The hacker gained control over inputs in the 
manufacturing process 

b. Machine error 
 

Discussion Question: What level of human oversight do your systems have in 
place? 
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Discussion Question: Where are your supervisory control and data acquis ition 
(SCADA) or other network) systems housed (onsite, commercial cloud)? Who 
has access?  
 
Discussion Question: What security controls do you have in place to identify 
breaches?  
 
Discussion Question: How often do you update your security software? How 
often do you require employees to change passwords? 
 
Discussion Question: Are your network systems backed up in a secondary 
location? If so, how often? Is it onsite, in a private server or housed in a 
commercial cloud? If not, do you have other redundancies? How long would it 
take you to recover/rebuild it? 
 
Discussion Question: How often does your organization update/troubleshoot 
its equipment and software? Is it maintained by personnel on site, or do you 
have a third party contract? 
 

As your organization responds to the incident, the following represent some 
incident-specific and general next steps and considerations for your organization. 
Discuss each of the considerations and how your plans, policies, and procedures 
would account for each, making specific note of gaps and areas for improvement.  
 

 
1. Determine extent of the issue: 

 
Discussion Question: At what stage of production was the test conducted? 
How would your organization evaluate the spread of the contaminant within 
the facility? 
 
Discussion Question: How readily available would prior samples be available 
to employees within your organization to assist in identifying a timeline for 
the introduction of the contaminant into the system? Who would oversee 
the initial response?  
 
Discussion Question: How would you determine if any contaminated product 
had left the facility? How far downstream is your company easily able to 
track specific batches? 
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2. Notification policies and procedures 
 
Discussion Question: Under what conditions and for what types of incidents 
is your organization required to report anomalous events?  
 
Discussion Question: Who would you call first if you had an incident requiring 
action outside of your organization? 
 
Discussion Question: To which entities/people are you required to report an 
incident? 

 
Discussion Question: Who would you voluntarily notify of the incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Do you have existing points of contacts for these 
notifications? If so, how often do you update them? If not, how would you 
find those POCs during an active incident.  

 
Discussion Question: If your corporate data, including personnel information, 
is compromised, when, who and how do you notify of the breach?  
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization set thresholds for 
notification about anomalous events? When would you make notifications? 
 
Discussion Question: How are notification processes documented in your 
emergency plans?  
 
Discussion Question: Who in your company has access to your emergency 
plans? 
 

3. Response and Mitigation 
 

Discussion Question: If an employee suspects an issue, what is the chain of 
command for reporting?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your company have an emergency response team 
in place? If so, where in the reporting chain is it activated? If not, how do 
employees and frontline supervisors elevate a concern requiring immediate 
attention? 
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Discussion Question: What is the first priority once an incident is confirmed? 
Second? What is the corresponding action? Who prioritizes the action? 
 
Discussion Question: What processes does your organization have in place to 
encourage employees to report potential issues? How do you protect 
whistleblowers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for your action plan once someone 
in your company suspects an anomalous event?  
 

Discussion Question: What response actions would your organization take to 
mitigate public health and safety, economic, and public perception 
consequences? What role would or could your organization play in mitigating 
the impacts that organizations that depend upon your functions would face 
due to the disruption? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your emergency plan, communications plan, etc. 
account for the actions outlined above? 
 

4. Supply chain implications for product distribution  
 

Discussion Question: How far into the downstream supply chain can you track 
your product?  
 
Discussion Question: How would you communicate the potential issue to your 
immediate customer? Would you rely on them to then notify their customer(s) 
of a potential issue?  
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization account for production 
downtime of various lengths? Are the downstream consumers of your 
product/services aware of how a disruption in your production may impact 
their operations? 
 
Discussion Question: If you notify a downstream recipient of a possible 
contamination, but that company does not appear to take proactive measures, 
what, if anything, would you do independently? 
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Short Term Scenario Four: Clean Chemical, Inc. uncovers an abnormality in one of 
the raw chemicals used in its product that creates a significant health/safety risk. 
Clean Chemical, Inc. confirmed that the raw chemical contained this abnormality at 
the time it took possession of it. 
 
Based on your investigation, the issues below are among the possible causes. Select 
one or more causes and talk through how your organization’s policies, processes, 
and procedures would address each of the questions, taking note of gaps and areas 
for improvement.  
 

1. Upstream supplier issue: 
a. Undisclosed intentional replacement with inferior product by a 

supplier/third party with the intended outcome of causing harm to a 
customer/downstream 

b. Undisclosed intentional replacement with inferior product by a 
supplier/third party as a cost savings strategy or in response to 
product shortages 

c. Quality issue with replacement (unknown to supplier immediately 
upstream of your organization) 
 

Discussion Question: What due diligence does your organization require prior 
to contracting with suppliers? Do you have a Supply Chain Risk Management 
office to manage risks associated with procurements? If so, describe its basic 
assessment process. If not, who oversees product review for critical systems 
and materials prior to procurement? 

 
Discussion Question: What are the top five factors your organization 
considers when selecting a supplier?  

 
Discussion Question: How many levels deep into the corporate ownership and 
upstream supply chain companies does your organization research before 
entering a contract to purchase components to your product? 

 
Discussion Question: Does your organization have a continual review process 
in place for upstream suppliers to monitor for quality issues? If so, describe it. 
If not, how does your organization track potential supplier issues? 

 
Discussion Question: What is your Plan B for sourcing if your Plan A provider 
does not/is unable to meet your quality requirements? 
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Discussion Question: Do your supplier contracts have clauses that require 
notification of any significant changes to sourcing? 

 
As your organization responds to the incident, the following represent some 
incident-specific and general next steps and considerations for your organization. 
Discuss each of the considerations and how your plans, policies, and procedures 
would account for each, making specific note of gaps and areas for improvement.  
 

1. Determine extent of the issue: 
 

Discussion Question: Was the contaminated chemical used in any production 
or was it caught immediately upon arrival to the facility? What is the process 
for testing incoming materials?  
 
Discussion Question: How closely does your organization monitor incoming 
shipments from trusted vendors? How confident are you that your 
organization be able to state with confidence that it had identified the issue as 
limited to one box/pallet/load? Why? 
 
Discussion Question: If your emergency response team confirmed/suspected 
that some of the contaminated chemical had been used in production, how 
would you determine the scale of potential exposure within the facility? 
 
Discussion Question: How readily available would prior samples be available to 
employees within your organization to assist in identifying a timeline for the 
introduction of the contaminate into the system? Who would oversee the 
initial response?  
 
Discussion Question: How would you determine if any contaminated product 
had left the facility? How far downstream is your company easily able to track 
specific batches? 

 
 

2. Notification policies and procedures 
 

Discussion Question: Under what conditions and for what types of incidents is 
your organization required to report anomalous events?  
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Discussion Question: Who would you call first if you had an incident requiring 
action outside of your organization? Would the entities and order of 
notifications change if you suspected you had intentionally been supplied a 
product that would cause harm to consumers later in the supply chain? What if 
it was done as a cost cutting measure? If so, how would you change that call 
and why 
 
Discussion Question: To which entities/people are you required to report an 
incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Which entities/people would you voluntarily notify of the 
incident? 

 
Discussion Question: Do you have existing points of contacts for these 
notifications? If so, how often do you update them? If not, how would you find 
those POCs during an active incident.  
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization set thresholds for 
notification about anomalous events? When would you make notifications? 
 
Discussion Question: How are notification processes documented in your 
emergency plans?  
 
Discussion Question: Who in your company has access to your emergency 
plans? 

 
3. Response and Mitigation 

 
Discussion Question: If an employee suspects an issue, what is the chain of 
command for reporting?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your company have an emergency response team 
in place? If so, where in the reporting chain is it activated? If not, how do 
employees and frontline supervisors elevate a concern requiring immediate 
attention? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the first priority once an incident is confirmed? 
Second? What is the corresponding action? Who prioritizes the action? 
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Discussion Question: What processes does your organization have in place to 
encourage employees to report potential issues? How do you protect 
whistleblowers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for your action plan once someone 

in your company suspects an anomalous event?  
 

Discussion Question: What response actions would your organization take to 
mitigate public health and safety, economic, and public perception 
consequences? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your emergency plan, communications plan, etc. 
account for the actions outlined above? 
 

4. Supply chain implications for product distribution  
 

Discussion Question: How far into the downstream supply chain can you track 
your product?  
 
Discussion Question: How would you communicate the potential issue to your 
immediate customer? Would you rely on them to then notify their customer(s) 
of a potential issue?  
 
Discussion Question: If you notify a downstream recipient of a possible 
contamination, but that company does not appear to take proactive measures, 
what, if anything, would you do independently? 

 
 
Short Term Scenario Five: HappyCounty Water discovers that the chemical 
concentration in its treated water has been modified to increase the parts per 
million of Chemical A to a level dangerous to human and animal health while 
decreasing the amount of Chemical B, which is used to kill certain waterborne 
pathogens.  
 
Based on your investigation, the issues below are among the possible causes. Select 
one or more causes and talk through how your organization’s policies, processes, 
and procedures would address each of the questions, taking note of gaps and areas 
for improvement.  
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1. There was a problem with the chemicals provided by Clean Chemical 
 

Discussion Question: How does your organization either enable or rely on the  
Produce Chemicals90 NCF? 
 
Discussion Question: What kind of in-house review, if any, of a defective  
product would your organization do before contacting the supplier of the  
defective product? 
 
Discussion Question: If your organization determined that the product defect  
had significant health and safety implications, would you notify the company  
directly or a third party (ie: health and safety oversight entity, local  
government, industry association) or both? (in addition to any reporting  
necessitated by the contamination of your product). Why? 
 
Discussion Question: Would your organization be able to quickly identify  
systems/product impacted by an issue with one of its chemicals? 
 

2. Technology risk:  
a. The AI technology was intentionally manipulated to put in too 

much/too little of a chemical  
b. AI technology has an unintended flaw in its programming 

 
Discussion Question: What process would your organization use to determine 
whether the AI technology had failed due to an intentional or unintentional 
error? 
 
Discussion Question: Describe your organization’s procurement process. 
Does your organization’s due diligence involve checking to see if the supplier 
may use technology that contain components from a company with known or 
suspected ties to a foreign adversary or other malicious actor?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your organization have a Supply Chain Risk 
Management office? If so, describe its basic composition and risk 
assessment process. If not, which office within your organization would be 
responsible for the due diligence of a potential procurement contract? 

 
90 Manufacture basic chemicals from raw organic and inorganic materials and manufacture intermediate and final products 
from basic chemicals. National Critical Functions | CISA  

https://www.cisa.gov/national-critical-functions
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Discussion Question: How has your organization integrated machine learning 
with human oversight to ensure the AI is functioning properly? 

 
Discussion Question: Where are your SCADA (or other network) systems 
housed (onsite, commercial cloud)? Who has access?  
 
Discussion Question: What security controls do you have in place to identify 
breaches?  
 
Discussion Question: How often do you update your security software? How 
often do you require employees to change passwords? 
 
Discussion Question: Are your network systems backed up in a secondary 
location? If so, how often? Is it onsite, in a private server or housed in a 
commercial cloud? If not, do you have other redundancies? How long would it 
take you to recover/rebuild it? 
 
Discussion Question: How often does your organization update/troubleshoot 
its equipment and software? Is it maintained by personnel on-site or do you 
have a third party contract? 
 

3. Insider risk:  
a. The employees replaced by AI retaliate by contaminating the water 
b. The employees made a mistake in calculating chemicals 
c. The training on the new technology was insufficient/employees did 

not fully understand the new processes 
 

Discussion Question: What types of insider threat programs does your 
organization have in place: 

 
● In the hiring process? 
● In the onboarding process? 
● On a routine basis? 
● The offboarding process? 

 
Discussion Question: What access control procedures does your organization 
have in place for employees, vendors, and visitors?  
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Discussion Question: Does every employee in your organization have a unique 
identifier/password to enter different parts of the physical building and on the 
system network? If so, how soon after an employee separates from the 
organization are those codes/cards disabled?  
 
Discussion Question: Does your organization have any shared building or 
network access codes? Does your company issue physical keys to 
employees? If so, how often are the codes and locks changed?  

 
Discussion Question: What kind of assistance programs does your 
organization offer to help employees facing situations that may impact their 
performance at work? 
 
Discussion Question: If an employee’s position is eliminated for reasons 
beyond the employee’s control (budget cuts, replaced by technology), what 
kind of services and/or severance package, if any, does your organization 
offer? 

 
Discussion Question: How are the different insider threat scenarios outlined 
above accounted for in your business plans? 
 
Discussion Question: Describe annual training requirements and other 
resources available to employees designed to reduce the risk of errors and 
encourage skill development 
 
Discussion Questions: What would happen to an employee in your 
organization if s/he made a mistake that had significant cost implications? 
What are the ramifications of self-reporting an error? How could your 
organization encourage self-reporting early in the process to allow for the 
greatest opportunity to mitigate impact? 

 
4. Physical breach into the facility/infrastructure surrounding the facility by a 

third party 
 

Discussion Question: What measures does your organization have in place to 
protect from a physical breach? For example: guards, security monitoring, ID 
checks, badge requirements, visitor access controls, physical barriers 
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Discussion Question: Does your organization monitor social media or other 
public sources to learn if it is a potential target for activists or if there has been 
an uptick in incidents against your industry? 
 
Discussion Question: Does your organization have regular contact with local 
law enforcement, other government entities and/or industry associations to 
discuss concerns or potential threats known by either party? If so, describe 
them. If not, does it have other sources of information to help identify threats?  
 
Discussion Question: What are your emergency response protocols in the 
event of a physical compromise of your building/facility? Do you have 
designated safety officers in each area in the event of an 
evacuation/emergency response? How often do you have drills?  
 
Discussion Question: Have you precoordinated an emergency response plan 
with your local law enforcement? If so, describe. If not, how would you initiate 
a plan? 

 
5. Contaminated water supply: The incoming water was sourced from Happy 

River after the river was contaminated by the sick animals at MeatMe Farms. 
The processing was not adequate to remove the contaminants. 
 

Discussion Question: Does your organization have an alternate water supply? 
If so, what is it and how would you divert to it? If not, what would you do? 
 
Discussion Question: How often does your organization test its incoming 
water supply? How confident would you be in your organization’s ability to 
identify when your processing began using the contaminated water?  

 
As your organization responds to the incident, the following represent some 
incident-specific and general next steps and considerations for your organization. 
Discuss each of the considerations and how your plans, policies, and procedures 
would account for each, making specific note of gaps and areas for improvement.  
 

1. Determine extent of the issue: 
 

Discussion Question: How readily available would prior samples or other data 
be available to employees within your organization to assist in identifying a 
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timeline for the introduction of the contaminant into the system? Who would 
oversee the initial response?  
 

Discussion Question: How would you determine if any water treated with the 
contaminated chemicals has left the facility? If you learned that it had left the 
facility, how would you assess how far downstream the water had gone? 

 
2. Notification policies and procedures 

 
Discussion Question: Under what conditions and for what types of incidents is 
your organization required to report anomalous events?  
 
Discussion Question: Who would you call first if you had an incident requiring 
action outside of your organization? How would the cause of the incident 
impact your order/list of entities to notify? 
 
Discussion Question: To which entities/people are you required to report an 
incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Which entities/people would you voluntarily notify of 
the incident? 
 
Discussion Question: Do you have existing points of contacts for these 
notifications? If so, how often do you update them? If not, how would you find 
those POCs during an active incident.  
 
Discussion Question: How does your organization set thresholds for 
notification about anomalous events? When would you make notifications? 
 
Discussion Question: How are notification processes documented in your 
emergency plans?  
 
Discussion Question: Who in your company has access to your emergency 
plans? 
 

3. Response and Mitigation 
 

Discussion Question: If an employee suspects an issue, what is the chain of 
command for reporting?  
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Discussion Question: Does your company have an emergency response team 
in place? If so, where in the reporting chain is it activated? If not, how do 
employees and frontline supervisors elevate a concern requiring immediate 
attention? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the first priority once an incident is confirmed? 
Second? What is the corresponding action? Who prioritizes the action? 
 
Discussion Question: What processes does your organization have in place to 
encourage employees to report potential issues? How do you protect 
whistleblowers? 
 
Discussion Question: What is the timeline for your action plan once someone 

in your company suspects an anomalous event?  
 

Discussion Question: What response actions would your organization take to 
mitigate public health and safety, economic, and public perception 
consequences? 
 
Discussion Question: How do your emergency plan, communications plan, etc. 
account for the actions outlined above? 

 
4. Supply chain implications for product distribution  

 
Discussion Question: How quickly could you identify the geographic 
region/major customers that would be most immediately impacted by the 
contamination? 
 
Discussion Question: How would you communicate the potential issue to your 
immediate customer? Would you rely on them to then notify their 
customer(s) of a potential issue?  
 
Discussion Question: If you notify a downstream recipient of a possible 
contamination, but that company does not appear to take proactive 
measures, what, if anything, would you do independently? 
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Long-Term Scenario 

There are reports of clusters of consumers across the country with similar unusual 
symptoms/illnesses/high levels of chemicals in their system. There isn’t an obvious 
common denominator. Some people reported getting sick after eating a hamburger 
from a fast food chain, while others got sick after eating vegan sausage. It sounds 
like it started three months ago, and the number of patients and products 
implicated are beginning to rise. Except now there are reports that several people 
are claiming that they got sick after eating your company’s new “super healthy” 
whole grain bread. The mill producing the bread even added a carefully developed 
mixture of vitamins and minerals to the flour… 

 

Now what should you do?  
 

Discussion: Using the short-term scenarios described above, select an initial 
incident(s) as the triggering event for the long-term scenario and then work with 
your exercise team to identify vulnerabilities leading up to the incident that you or 
your organization may currently be overlooking. Discuss the ways those 
vulnerabilities cut across the Chemical, Food and Agriculture, and Water and 
Wastewater Treatment Sectors and then propose ways that the private sector, 
academia, non-profit and government entities can work together to turn shared 
vulnerabilities into resiliencies. 

 Lessons learned that could be applied in the exercise: 

• Provide an example of a collaborative effort that prevented or mitigated a 
significant threat to a critical infrastructure sector. Why was it successful? 

• Provide an example of a collaborative effort that was not effective in 
preventing or mitigating a significant threat to a critical infrastructure sector. 
What prevented it from being successful? 

• Provide an example of a situation where a collaborative effort to protect or 
mitigate a significant threat to a critical infrastructure sector would have 
been useful but was not available. How could that be fixed for future efforts? 

• Provide an example of a situation where a collaborative effort to protect or 
mitigate a significant threat to a critical infrastructure sector caused more 
harm than good. What happened? What could have been done differently? 

• If you could change one tool, policy, website, resource, or law to improve 
effective collaboration between the private, academic and public sectors, 
what would it be?  
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ANALYTIC DELIVERABLE DISSEMINATION 

 

• Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence 

• Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
including the Domestic Security 
Alliance Council 

• Intelligence Community Analytic 
Outreach Coordinators  

• Department of Homeland Security 
Headquarters and Components, 
including Component Intelligence 
Offices 

• U.S. Department of Agriculture 
• U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
• Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention 
• Environmental Protection Agency 
• Federal Emergency Management 

Agency  
• National Security Council 
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration 
• American Chemistry Council 
• ChemStewards: Society of Chemical 

Manufacturers & Affiliates 
• Chlorine Institute  
• American Logistics Aid Network 
• American Farm Bureau Federation 
• Business Executives for National 

Security 
• The Fertilizer Institute 
• Food Protection and Defense Institute 
• General Mills 
• Georgia Department of Agriculture 
• Kansas State University National 

Agriculture Biosecurity Center 

• Multi-State Partnership for Security in 
Agriculture 

• National Association of Chemical 
Distributors 

• National Corn Growers Association 
• New England States Animal 

Agricultural Security Alliance 
• North Carolina Emergency 

Management 
• PepsiCo 
• Publix 
• Sargento Foods 
• Southern Agriculture and Animal 

Disaster Response Alliance 
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce  
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

Foundation 
• U.S. Dairy Association 
• U.S. Small Business Association 
• United Parcel Service 
• U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard 

Investigation Board  
• Society for Chemical Hazard 

Communication 
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